PRACTICAL TRAINING FOR 4th YEAR STUDENTS

Students shall arrange for their practical training independently, in the scope of 2 weeks at a Department of Internal Medicine for adults. The second part of the practice is completed either at a clinical department of their preference, or at an outpatient office of a general practitioner both for adults. Students may choose from any of the hospitals where practical training of their colleagues was held in previous years (a list of these departments can be found on the notice board of the study department), or a hospital they prefer, both in the Czech Republic and abroad.

Dates:
During the period when no lessons are held, after the summer semester (in accordance with the Dean's Instruction No. 1/2013)

List of forms needed to complete the practical training:
1) A letter to hospital directors with information about the practice
   (confirmed part of the letter approved by the hospital shall be submitted by student in the box next to the mail room – No. 46 – Dpt. of Hygiene)
2) Internal practice syllabus
3) Clinical practice syllabus (clinical department or GP office)
4) Evaluation report of the student practice at the department
   (1 for internal and 1 for clinical practice)

List of requirements necessary to earn credits:
1) Completed application: http://prazdninovepraxe.lf3.cuni.cz
2) Practice syllabus
3) Student practice evaluation report
   The documents ad) 2 and 3 must include a stamp of department and a signature of the responsible person (e.g. the senior consultant of the department).

Forms needed to complete the practice can be obtained at the Study Division.
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